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A land of stark contrast

 

Traveller Astrid Diana Fernandes recently went on a photographic

safari to Namibia with Africa Geographic Travel. Namibia has

always been a bucket list destination for her, and she was so

inspired by the harsh and contrasting beauty that she saw there,

that she published a coffee table book with photos from her trip.
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Wow!

 

In this gallery, she shares some of those stunning photographs and

excerpts from her trip to this desert wonderland. Here she tells us

her thoughts about Namibia as a dream safari destination:

 

"Namibia, visually spectacular, is a land of contrasts, extremes and

superlatives. Wedged between the Kalahari Desert to the east and

the Atlantic Ocean to the west, it gets less rain than any other

country in sub-Saharan Africa. It has two spectacular deserts – the

Namib and the Kalahari – each with distinctive wildlife and

scenery. The Namib Desert is one of the world's oldest with

powerful offshore winds sculpting some of the world's highest

sand dunes.

 

Water – or the absence of it – defines life in Namibia. Where there

is water, there is life. The interior is hot and arid while the coast is

cool and moist, the product of the cold Atlantic colliding with

Africa's warm and dry southern tip.

 

With approximately 2.5 million people, the country is sparsely

populated and for much of our travels, we felt we had the country

all to ourselves. Namibia's indigenous people (such as the San

bushmen, Himba and Herero), astonishing wildlife and

spectacular landscapes, make for a dream safari destination."

 

Travel to Namibia with Africa Geographic

 

Travel in Africa is about knowing when and where to

go, and with whom. A few weeks too early / late and a
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few kilometres off course and you could miss the

greatest show on Earth. And wouldn’t that be a pity?

Read more about Namibia here or contact an Africa

Geographic safari consultant to plan your dream

vacation.

 

 

On the cover: Gemsbok are an iconic species in Namibia and are

featured on the country's coat of arms. They are one of the great

survivalists of this harsh and arid land.
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"The time we spent at Nhoma's San community was a rewarding

and humbling back-to-basics experience. During our morning

bush walk, our four trackers eagerly demonstrated the art of

tracking, stalking and using the different hunting implements."

 

PLACES TO STAY IN NAMIBIA:
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Nkasa Rupara National Park

 

Nkasa Lupala Tented Lodge is built on the banks of one of the

many channels of the Kwando–Linyanti river system, a unique

Namibian wetland paradise in the eastern Caprivi Region. The

area offers amazing photographic opportunities and memories to

last a lifetime. A large population of the park’s wildlife roam freely

through the unfenced lodge surroundings.

  

Jackalberry Tented Camp, situated in an exclusive concession in

the national park, has a picturesque setting and is ideal for a park

experience. The lodge is located on the Linyanti River lagoon

where the park’s wildlife roams freely and can be spotted from the

lodge decks through the floodplains of Namibia and the woodlands

of Botswana just across the river.

 

Okonjati Game Reserve

 

Mount Etjo Safari Lodge is located in the heart of the Okonjati

Game Reserve. Home to over 8000 animals and an impressive

variety of bird life, Okonjati is a true conservation area. This

historic lodge deservedly carries the name “Etjo”, meaning 'place

of refuge'.

  

Travel to Namibia with Africa Geographic

 

Travel in Africa is about knowing when and where to

go, and with whom. A few weeks too early / late and a

few kilometres off course and you could miss the
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greatest show on Earth. And wouldn’t that be a pity?

Read more about Namibia here or contact an Africa

Geographic safari consultant to plan your dream

vacation.
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Namibia is famous amongst African conservation circles for

playing host to one of Africa's wildest and most adaptive cats:

desert-adapted lions. They are unlike any other lions you'll see

elsewhere in Africa, and their beauty matches that of the

landscape. However, their population is currently under

significant threat as a result of human-lion conflict. The two lions

pictured above are from Etosha and not strictly speaking desert-

adapted lions. 
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adapted lions.

     

adapted lions.
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"Nowhere else in Africa does a desert landscape convey such raw

beauty than in the Namib Desert. Red and yellow-orange dunes,

dramatic black shadows, rolling plains and rocky mountains

converge to provide a visual wonderland. It makes one feel

insignificant, yet at peace. It is indeed a photographer's paradise."
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"Traditionally the San were nomadic, following food and water

sources rather than farming or keeping livestock. The women

gathered edible plants, while the men hunted.

 

When it comes to survival, expert knowledge of their environment

is critical and the San are experts in this bush desert. The elders
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are the libraries of the community, they hold the experience and

knowledge which is passed down from one generation to the next."
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"We got a wonderful perspective of the massive size and shifting

colours of the dunes while gliding silently over this magnificent

desert in a hot air balloon at sunrise. The Atlantic Ocean was in the

far distance. The scene was spectacular, mesmerising and

unforgettable."
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The open road – this is what travelling through the shifting

landscapes of Nambia is all about. There are few places on earth

likely to give you such a wondrous sense of space and perspective.
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"Spitzkoppe, an awesome granitic inselberg, rises dramatically

from the flat plains of the Namib's barren desert landscape. The

granite is said to be several million years old and the highest

outcrop rises about 1784m above sea level.

 

Part of the Erongo Mountain range, Spitzkoppe is one of the most

celebrated mountains in Namibia. Most visitors are simply content
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to stand in awe at the dramatic formations around which are

several San bushmen rock art sites. But for the dedicated rock

climbers around the world, Spitzkoppe is the Matterhorn of

Africa."
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"Descendants of the ancient Herero people, the Himba are a

celebrated indigenous people who cling to their traditions. The

Himba women are beautiful and noted for their intricate hairstyles

and traditional jewellery made from iron or shell. The tribe wear

few clothes apart from a loin cloth or goat skinned mini-skirt.

 

A characteristic feature of the Himba is the red complexion of
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their skin, obtained by applying ochre as a natural suntan lotion.

Himba homesteads are cone-shaped structures made from palm

leaves, mud and cattle dung.

 

A semi-nomadic people, they are both proud and generous in

offering visitors a glimpse into their traditional way of life."
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Namibia is littered with historical remnants of times past – not

necessarily in museums, but as features of the landscape, rusted

into the archives and freely available as a reminder for travellers

that others have journeyed before them.
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Etosha is best characterised by the towering, dusty frames of its

majestic elephants. Their skin, white from the salty dust of the

pans, has earned them the affectionate name, the 'white ghosts of

Etosha'.
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"The dunes surrounding Sossusvlei's salt and clay pan are the

second largest in the world after the Badain Jaran Desert dunes in

China. One dune, 'Big Daddy', rises 380m from its base.

 

The characteristic red dunes developed over many millions of

years. Sand comprised mostly of tiny grains coated in a thin layer

of iron oxide was deposited into the Atlantic Ocean from the
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Orange River. The Benguela current and the ocean's surf then

carried this sand northwards and back onto the land. The more

intense the reddish colour, the older the dune. Colours shift with

changing light. The 'star dunes' of Sossusvlei are created by the

wind coming from all directions."
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There is no more fitting landscape for the beauty of zebras' stripes

to shine through than the dusty stretches of Etosha Pan. The

wildlife in the pan – a section of the Etosha National Park so large

it can be seen from space – are blessed with a giant, nutrient-rich

salt lick.
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"The Namib Desert covers the entire western section of Namibia.

It crosses north into Angola and south into South Africa. While not

as extensive as the Sahara, the Namib is probably the world's

oldest desert, the driest in Africa and undoubtedly the most

beautiful.

 

This extremely arid ecoregion comprises of great shifting sand
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dunes, gravel plains and rugged mountains. Stretching for

2092km, the Namib kisses the treacherous Skeleton Coast. The

prevailing westerly winds blowing from the Atlantic Ocean drive

the massive sand dunes far inland. The wind blows the sand and

gravel from different directions creating dunes of all shapes and

sizes."
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This scene of a male lion among its potential prey of zebra and

gemsbok in Etosha reminds us of just how harsh life in Namibia

can be.
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No place in Africa offers a true off-road adventure like Namibia. In

many places, the rolling sand dunes are vehicle friendly, and the

opportunity for a thrilling tour or self-drive adventure in this

spectacular landscape should not go wasted.
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